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Imagine a new world in which your business would organise exhibitions and have
trade show booths and visitors would join without depending on travel, hotel
accommodation, traffic, parking, print design and expensive booth building, sounds
possible?
— Answer: Yes and not only that!

A multi-event platform connecting people with booths virtually or hybrid-virtual-physical exhibitions 💡

With todays ongoing Covid-19 pandemic its even more important for large and small
businesses to find ways to adapt how their business is conducted. Organising events,
joining trade shows and large conventions was the norm until recently, but now
companies scramble to find ways to connect with partners and find new customers.
Businesses used to prepare months in advance, and allocated big budgets for their
yearly industry related trade show; (booking event space, making travel arrangements,

designing print materials and booth space). All while the sales & marketing teams
planned promotions, product launches and special offers.

The old normal, why did we not do virtual events earlier? 🤔

The “old normal” way to join events was in fact not suitable for all types of businesses
and visitors, after all how many companies and participants can afford to invest in
joining global trade shows without knowing the ROI (return on investment) when the
all-in-costs of joining such events are several thousands of dollars (just to cover travel
and hotels). Companies that used to sign up for physical trade show booths, had costs
ranging from twenty thousand to hundreds of thousands of US dollars per Expo!
One can quickly reason that large scale expositions was not for everyone, small
businesses simply had to opt-in for local trade shows or simply focus on other types of
marketing efforts.

. . .
So what has changed, other than more bad Covid-19 news? ☝

Interestingly not that much, the concept of virtual communication and networking
have been around for a few years already, but has never been seen as the first choice
compared to physical events. The virtual events technology had some early adopters
but never really got enough traction, as some virtual events providers where too
heavily focused on 360 streaming, virtual reality and virtual tours and much too slow
and complicated to use at scale, while other solutions were more like glorified video
chat solutions and not mirroring the real value of what a trade show is about…
…And then comes Covid-19, and virtually every company (pun intended) is offering
virtual events. Now everyone has heard about Zoom Meetings, Google Hangouts,
Microsoft Teams and VOOS Meet.
Let’s set it straight here, the aforementioned are great communication tools and
excellent for conducting meetings and live webinars, and are considered to belong in
the virtual communication category, but none of the above solutions are even close to a
virtual trade show technology, read on to learn why.
Some problems are solved for businesses trying to replace the “old normal” with video
conferencing, and we have to acknowledge that chatting via video does help
connecting with families and businesses with existing clients, and also great to use
when selling and presenting a service virtually.

. . .
But, the following points cannot be solved with video conferencing tools: 😞
👎 NO Scalability: The value of large events and trade shows was the “marketplace
effect” (a cluster of many business booths), allowing multi-vendors to display their
services at one place while the visitor sees the value to get amazing deals during a
specific time frame…all-in-one place.
👎 NO Trading: The ability to buy and sell goods and services real-time, while
browsing (walking around) from booth to booth to compare deals and see whats new
on the market.
👎 NO Networking: Though some video conferencing tools have breakout rooms, its
really not the same as giving a business card to a sales person so they can contact you
another day. Networking does not mean to have a beer after the event, (though it

worked for some), it is more to acknowledge re-connecting at some point after the
event, to talk business.
A video conference gets crowded and hard to manage with more than six participants
and a webinar with 5000 people is not only hard to manage (very tough for businesses
to conduct without help of Youtube or Facebook), they are one-sided and presentation
based while the break-out rooms are more like private chat rooms and lacking
branding.
👎 Not Identifying Prospects: Connecting with real potential clients and finding that
amazing business partner who can help making your business propel is a thrill, but it
rarely happens if your’e looking for a needle in a hay-stack. To know who the people
are in a virtual or physical event is important, and if your average video conferencing
tool lacks the business profile and bio of the user, then your business will remain in the
dark.
👎 Not Collecting Event Based Data: Same as a physical event, the after-math from
joining or conducting an event is key. Its important for a business to have a post-event
analysis report, to calculate the benefits of the event and to trigger processes to get the
most from the event and help decide if its worth doing it again. A video conferencing
tool does not generate any type of revenue analysis or statistics.
👎 No Trade Show Feeling & Branding: Video conferencing, video chat and video
webinar softwares are not built for conducting virtual trade shows, so the entire workflow, features and design cannot substitute a physical exhibition nor convention.
Wether you decide to conduct a physical or virtual trade show, to have a uniquely
designed booth is very important in terms of branding, sales and marketing.
Ok, lets get to the point. The value of Expobo as a your virtual trade show platform
are many. Simply put Expobo is the only solution that is built to completely mirror a
real event and still be able to sustain the value of a physical trade show with all the
bells and whistles. In fact, with Expobo the organisers are able to have a lot more
powerful physical events as well with the ability to leverage Expobo to their benefit.

. . .
The following points can be solved with Expobo’s Virtual Trade Show Platform: 😉

👍 With Expobo, You Have Full Scalability & Innovative Technology: Same as a
physical trade show, Expobo is built for scalability. Expobo has a user friendly, multivendor interface. The platform allows for unlimited same time events, unlimited
exhibition booths and unlimited same time visitors.
Expobo leverages the “power of many”effectively and capitalise on the marketplace
effect which makes it a lot less costly for a business to attract clients and partners to
their booth. The online space can finally allow global organisers to promote their
events online, and allow businesses to create online booths to place inside the event of
their choice. Visitors can finally browse events, join events and browse booths inside an
event with the click of a button.
Innovative Technology: In addition to Expobo’s smart concept of scalability, the
platform is built with latest social media networking technology with a built-in
proprietary video camera solution and built in chat with request-to-talk features and
waiting lists functions. Expobo has a social media structure, allowing users to create
their profile, bio and to follow businesses and users.

. . .

Virtual lobby of a virtual event hosted by the organiser.

👍 Expobo Organizers:

Opportunity to Grow Your Business online.
Future-oriented digital platform for arranging online trade shows or hybrid
virtual/physical trade shows.

. . .

One of many templets to design your own virtual trade show booth with e-commerce functions.

👍 Expobo Exhibitors
Participate in several online events.
Promote your products and increase sales.
Personalize your booth to your needs, and brand.

. . .

Visitors can browse booths, chat with booth reps, attend seminars and keynote presentations while
networking live with other attendees.

👍 For Expobo Visitors
Browse online trade booths and events all over the world.
No Transport Costs and overcrowded events.
Communicate with the exhibitors online.

. . .
👍 With Expobo You, Can Network, Drop Business Cards: Each business booth
inside the event has its own profile and branded design. Visitors and business teams
can easily connect and network at the exhibitors booth just like a physical event.
Each exhibitor can have several users (team members) waiting virtually to serve
visitors. A visitor can simply drop their name card with a message to be contacted later,
or ask to chat right away. If several people are at the booth at the same time, there is an
option to join the waiting list, so that the visitor can continue browse other booths
while waiting, or schedule an appointment. A notification and message is sent when its
time to talk.
👍 With Expobo, You Can Identify Prospects: As Expobo is built on a innovative
social media technology, all users can easily set up their profile. Event organziers can
set the requirements for the type of visitors and companies to join the event. The
organisers have options to deny entry to certain visitors if they want: for example if the
event is only for dentists then non-dentists profiles will need to request entry and be

approved manually. This feature allows exhibitors to know relevant information about
their visitors and it will save a lot of time when capturing and process leads.

Automatically generated generated statistics for event organisers and exhibitors. 😮

👍 With Expobo, You Can Collect Event Based Data: As mentioned earlier, its
important for a business to have a post-event analysis report, to calculate the benefits
of the event, with Expobo this is done for you. Once your virtual event is over, you’ll
have a comprehensive view of all your events and the right data to understand the
impact and ROI of your event.
👍 With Expobo, You Have A Complete Trade Show Feeling & Branding: Expobo is
built for conducting virtual trade shows, so the entire work flow, features and design
can fully substitute a physical exhibition and convention.
Wether your business conduct or join a physical or virtual trade show or a hybrid of
both; Expobo is as cutting edge as it gets.
Each company that organises events or join events will be able to create their their own
design by using our easy to follow templets, or if you prefer our Expobo team can help
completing the design for you.
Every trade show booth comes with video player, video chat, support chat, ecommerce shop, brochure stand, business card drop button and banners. The avatar

can be changed easily with an option to upload images of your own team.
Booth design items like flowers, desks and chairs can be designed via Expobo’s preset
options or be custom designed.

Make every booth feel like your own, change colours, owers, furniture and avatars as you please. 💪

Benefits, summary!
Conduct, join or visit virtual events from anywhere and anytime.
Save money on travel expenses and other costs that are associated with a physical
trade show.
Unlimited space, unlimited booths and unlimited visitors, without restrictions.
Prefect for hybrid physical/virtual events. Allows organisers additional up-selling
options and they can attract exhibitors and visitors from anywhere at anytime for a
fee.
Opens the door for organisers and conventions halls to get more eyeballs, similar to
a sports event on TV, still attracting physical visitors with increased prospect of
selling out the space (during “old normal” at least) while the potential to reach a
global audience makes it even more profitable for organisers and space owners,
(“new normal”).

Lastly:
We will launch Expobo’s first Asia event in Thailand during the month of October
2020, with plans to expand further throughout Asia.
If you are interested in learning more, feel free to contact me through the website:
https://siliconhm.com or contact our Thai partners: Metro Systems Corporation via
website: https://hismsc.com
When subscribing to Expobo you will learn there are a lot of amazing features
happening, we will announce more later! 😃
Learn More: https://expobo.siliconhm.com
Stay tuned and give us a clap! 👋
Written by: Alexander Parry : Founder. Silicon Venture Co. Ltd.
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